PARADISE
Just once or twice I see a miracle
But not as a very great spectacle
I see wonder in God’s grand design
Which is perhaps the thing finest.
A spider webs a cobweb on the wall
Skyscrapers and cities that stand tall
I see a discombobulate smile
Alike, on faces of both kind and vile.
Every moment is paradise to me
Can anyone not see?
Design’s there in a thing so big and a thing so small
I see paradise in every moment of all.
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PARADISE
When I close my eyes I see,
A glittering, glimmering, glistening sea.
Beholding the scenic beauty,
I sip my relishing black tea.
The sound of the waves I hear,
It indelibly resonates in my ears
Relieving me of the dreadful year,
Oh why? Why can’t I be here?
Truly it is nature at its best,
You won’t find this even in the west,
We humans live in a tiny nest,
We never see what is best.
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PARADISE
Doors to paradise opens on Sundays,
While the seven coloured rainbows
Embody the gateways.
Oh! The many little angels who beams,
Waiting for those immortals who walk,
Through the pathways.

Pathways are long with shadows and blooms,
Yet the immortals never at ease,
Long strides, fast steps,
Oh! The way to paradise is not too long.
Won’t be of content to us both
Having too much to share and far too many to make.
Never wanting the span end,
Urging for the quest,
Yet not quenched as mama always says,
“Paradise too short, yet valuable all the same”,
Never quits enrolling us!
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PARADISE
A huge restless mansion on a cliff
In an impeccable world like an animated gif
With perfect loops of happiness
Covering all the sadness as if I had colour blindness.
A place where everyone is there
Including my friends, my foes and who dare
But I must be their superhero among the rare
Though I know it’s not all that fair.
I wish to go to my paradise falls
Where both the heaven and earth are one
It’s not a place where I wish to close my eyes to see
It’s a place where I want to feel and breathe.
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PARADISE
Where you roll your own dice
That place is known as paradise
You can do whatever you want
Nobody will be there to taunt

There won’t be any homework for you to do
Where you can make your own dream come true
With the help of your own crew
You can play, have fun and relax
And don’t have to pay any tax
You can use everything till the max
Where you find no lies
That place is known as paradise.
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PARADISE
It is the best place,
Where one gets to choose his taste,
According to his pace.
It is the best place.
It is full of joy and happiness
It is never a boredom
It is a happening place
It is the best place
It is also called heaven
The best place to rest in peace
It is the best place
It is none other than
PARADISE, the happiest place.
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PARADISE
I want to have a paradise to myself
All the food I want in the shelf
With all the money I have to count

A big mansion in the hill
With me as the king
Where I don’t have to pay the bill
Where I don’t have to surrender to any other king
‘No racism, no discrimination’ will be the motto
And I will make sure that people do follow
Where my paradise is the best
Where people die to come…….
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PARADISE
Lost in paradise

I take a step
I see green meadows
Trees that smile

And clouds that sing.
Lost in paradise

I take another step
Filled with hope,

Joy and wonderment
As I take another breath.
Lost in paradise
For ages to come
I lose my wonderment

As it loses its beauty
True paradise can only be home…
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PARADISE
It was once something I sought for

Now neither this thought nor its position exists
I travel through the forests, seas and sands
To find forbidden lands.
I was one of them once
Now they cannot deceive me again

For I know who and what they are
They say to me no one like me has ever gone this far.

I think I struck gold here
For there is nothing to fear

I have found paradise
Its secret I would never jeopardize.
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PARADISE
A world without pollution
One with only collaboration

A world which is calm
And no one comes under harm.

A place with close-knit relations,
With whom one can park out their emotions.

A place we can happily call home
One where we can freely roam.
A region without wars
When we can all gaze at the stars.
A little bit of compromise is all

we need for paradise...
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PARADISE
A place of solitude
Where one experiences only quietude
This is one place I would want to live in forever
I will leave this place only on the 32nd of November
This is where I create my dreams
And rarely ley out some screams.
Here my fears are non-existent
But I rarely see anything consistent
Here I become my hero
Helping people through high and low
Surprisingly, this place is made of foam
It is my bed, in my home.
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PARADISE
India, the perfect land,

Glories of which generations sang
A land where streets paved of gold
With its monarchy wise and bold
A land, far ahead of others in science and technology
With moral values which regarded even the ecology

A land which glowed with prosperity,
But whose name is tarnished by its own posterity

With politicians corrupt and selfish,
The past glory and honour is left to burn.

Why do we find this blessed land in such a miserable state?
Let us do our best to change its fate.
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PARADISE
Where time remains unnoticed,
Clouded with the air of nonchalance.
Where the only motive is ‘joie de vivre’,
And things mutate to our convenience.
Where laziness overpowers everything,
Fondled by kitchen’s aroma.
Where objects are free to be vandalised,
And creating a disastrous panorama.
My mother fears the coming of holiday
Where the seeds of memories are sown,
The abode of Paradise
I call it HOME!
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PARADISE
I have a dream, a dream of a paradise,

It’s a world where evil shall fall and good will rise.
Duty, honour and brotherhood shall be on everyone’s minds and lips,

The latest technology shall be humming on everyone’s fingertips.
Life shall be peaceful, tranquil and calm,

The actions of a person will do the other no harm.
Values will be society’s bedrock, it’s strong cornerstone,
To the side of right, praise shall be thrown.

One day, everyone shall achieve the goal of world sanctity,
One day this paradise of mine shall become a reality.
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PARADISE
For a thousand years there I can sit,
In a thousand worlds you can’t find a place like it

In the world that It creates, I am lost,
Trying to be in it at any cost

Like, an angel in heaven I feel,
Every second to its beauty I kneel

Through it I can walk for days
To admire it, I can find a million more ways
A football fields it is
The only place in the world, I can miss
This is my version of paradise
In which I see myself rise
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PARADISE
A million stars is in the sky
One twinkles brighter that I can't deny

My life's pole star you are,
Although you are miles and miles afar.

No one to me as dear
Within your arms I have nothing to fear

You always know just what to say
Talking to you makes my day
You accept me for the way I am
Do anything to put a smile

I love you Mom with all my heart
Together forever and never to part.

You are my Paradise!
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